ABSTRACT
The next generation of leadership supercomputer systems will require a medium-term layer of storage. The basis for this stratum of storage will be a Storage I/O Node (SION). For increased reliability, a redundancy algorithm will be implemented on top of groups of SIONs. In addition to the overheads of implementing a redundancy mechanism, a large cost of using a RAID strategy comes from the possibility of increased network congestion due to rebuild operations. To better understand the impact of RAID rebuild traffic, we have developed a simulation model of the SIONs. After validation, we use this model to investigate the impact of several configuration parameters, including redundancy mechanism and the physical arrangement of hardware. Additionally, our model analyzes the use of Quality of Service lanes to limit the impact of RAID traffic. We conclude with a series of recommendations for configuring a resilient and high performing I/O subsystem.

1 INTRODUCTION
The next generation of leadership supercomputer systems will require a medium-term layer of storage. This layer of storage should be reliable and responsive to applications running on the system and should persist for days or weeks. This storage will enable ensemble-jobs (multiple jobs for a single application/experiment), such as in-situ visualization or data analysis. Implemented with non-volatile storage, this layer exists between the compute system and parallel file system and is called a \textit{burst buffer}.

The driver of this work is the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) “DesignForward” program which supports research and development of technologies for Exascale system (Exascale Initiative 2015). The logical unit for this stratum of storage is a Storage I/O Node (SION). SIONs are two-way SMP nodes (meaning there exist two network endpoints per node) controlling NVRAM-based storage. For increased reliability, a redundancy algorithm will be implemented on top of groups of SIONs. In addition to the overheads of implementing a redundancy mechanism, a large cost of using a RAID strategy comes from the possibility of increased network congestion due to rebuild operations.

To better understand the impact of RAID rebuild traffic, we have developed a simulation model of the SIONs. We investigate two methods for redundancy in declustered network storage systems, Reed-Solomon (RS) error-correcting codes and Locally Repairable Codes (LRC), including the theoretical space and network utilization of each method. We implement a SION model within the IBM’s OMNeT++ based simulator (Birke, Rodriguez, and Minkenberg 2012, Minkenberg and Rodriguez 2009, Varga and Hornig
2008). We perform a brief analyses of our model to validate it and understand the optimal rates at which read, write, and rebuild operations could be performed within a single SION group.

This paper has three primary contributions. First, we develop an event-driven simulation of the SION model is developed using the IBM Venus network simulation framework and validated by comparing its performance to an analytical model. Second, through simulation experiments, this model exposes the impact of rebuild traffic on read and write traffic over a variety of parameters, including: RAID mechanism, SION group arrangement, quality-of-service (QoS) configuration, and number of SION RAID groups participating in a rebuild. Third, we perform an extensive set of simulation experiments to evaluate the impact of a reduced bisection bandwidth network configurations within the I/O subnetwork. A key finding is that these experiments show that a reduced bisection bandwidth network configuration, while a legitimate cost-saving measure, has unpredictable performance impacts with regards to network traffic latency and throughput when the QoS lanes are in use.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with a brief review of related work. Section 3 and 4 give basic information on RAID and network simulation. Section 5 discusses the mathematical basis of our model followed by a description of the parameters studied in our experiments, Section 6. Finally, we present our experimental results in Section 7 and discuss our conclusions in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

As Exascale systems come closer to reality, there has increasing opportunities for research through simulations (Wang et al. 2014). These simulations can examine how the underlying network topology can impact the usage patterns (Liu et al. 2012). Using these simulation models, there have been various studies and research activities on the software technologies which can use and manage the burst buffers (Herbein et al. 2016; Moody et al. 2010; Sato et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014).

The HPC storage hierarchy will change drastically in the Exascale time frame (Lang et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2013). These storage hierarchies must maintain high-throughput performance for both users of the parallel file systems and for applications within the supercomputer. This will be achieved through the use of an integrated burst buffer (Kimpe et al. 2012). Early burst buffer systems have found success for applications performing in-situ analysis and checkpoint/restart (Bhimji et al. 2016; Moody et al. 2010).

3 BURST BUFFER REDUNDANCY

The structure of our proposed NVRAM-storage system follows that of current parallel file systems for leadership class supercomputer systems (Schmuck and Haskin 2002; Corbett et al. 1993; May 2001) and will have a model similar to the one described in Rao, Hafner, and Golding (2011). An applications file which can be read from or written to in parallel by compute nodes (CNs) is divided into “blocks” as part of an overall declustered approach to network storage. A block is then divided into stripes. Next, to ensure that each write operation is optimal for the physical storage medium, each stripe is divided into $N$ data strips. For today’s storage media, $N$ range between 4 and 16 with a typical value being $N = 8$. Additionally, some number of parity strips are created. The type and number is determined by the reliability codes used and the level of fault tolerance required.

The SIONs are clustered into groups. When writing a new block to the NVRAM-storage, the approach will be to spread all the data and parity strips onto unique SIONs within a group. While there are I/O optimizations that can be done, our model makes the simplifying assumption that for any I/O operation, the whole block is either read or written. So, on a read of the data block, only the data strips for each stripe must be read, assuming no failures within that block. On a write or read-modify-write operation, the whole block is written (or re-written) and associated parities are recomputed for a stripes within the block.

Parallel storage systems were first implemented using arrays of RAID storage such as earlier versions of IBM’s GPFS. The term RAID has always represented the technology of using multiple independent disks for data redundancy (Arpaci-Dusseau and Arpaci-Dusseau 2012).
The drawback to a traditional RAID level approach is that the data rebuild rate is limited by the spare disk being used in the rebuild process. To break this bottleneck, multiple implementations of a declustered approach to networked storage now exist. These solutions uniformly partition and distribute data and parity strips across a declustered RAID group. Thus, for a rebuild operation a spare storage device is not used but instead all remaining storage devices within the RAID group participate in parallel in the rebuild process. This declustered, network storage approach that is the basis for our networked, NVRAM-storage system.

The mathematical basis for data reliability lies in the area of error-correcting codes within information theory. Due to its optimally least storage overhead, Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are often the go-to mechanisms for redundancy. RS codes are widely implemented and are built into the standards for data storage, data transmission, and bar codes (Wikipedia 2014). In contrast, there has been recent research in developing a network-efficient redundancy mechanism. The current solution is called Locally Repairable Codes (LRC). These codes have seen quick adoption by large corporations, such as Facebook (Khan et al. 2012).

4 NETWORK SIMULATION

The efficiency of file I/O operations can have a large impact on the perceived performance of a supercomputer. Typically, large amounts of data must be transferred from disk to the local CNs. Careful consideration must be made to ensure that the CN communication network does not become congested with I/O data, especially when a supercomputer is executing multiple, simultaneous jobs.

The easiest way to incorporate a storage layer into a compute network is to confine it to a subnetwork within the larger system. Depending on the exact wiring, the I/O subnetwork can minimize the impact of I/O operations on the overall CN communication network (as discussed in Chen et al. (2016)). By separating the SIONs into their own subnetwork, we have the added flexibility in choice of CN network. That is: the I/O subnetwork topology can be different than that of the CN network topology.

To implement the I/O subnetwork we chose to use a reliable and robust network topology: the Fat Tree. While the Fat Tree is robust with respect to both failures and traffic patterns, it is not the cheapest candidate topology. By allowing the I/O subnetwork to be realized in a different topology than that of the CN network, we have minimized the impact of the higher cost topology. I/O subnetwork is smaller than the CN network thus the cost-impact of using a Fat Tree is likely justified due to its increased robustness.

We base our network hardware, topology, and configurations on existing IBM simulation models, which are representative of today’s hardware. To create our I/O subnetwork, we use two levels of 24 switches each with 48 ports (for a total of 48 switches in the network). Overall, the I/O subtree is connected to the CN-side of the network via 576 incoming links on the second level switches. The two levels of switches are connected by 576 dedicated links. Below the middle-of-rack (MOR) switches, there are total of 576 network endpoints, connected to a total of 288 SIONs (two ports for each dual-endpoint SMP node). We divide the total 288 SIONs into 12 RAID groups of 24 SIONs each. This configuration provides a balance between the group size and the number of groups and allows us to contain the impact of a failure.

The I/O subnetwork implementation allows for the CN-to-CN network topology and its traffic to be excluded from the experiments for this task. Therefore, we are only concerned with CN-to-SION traffic, modeled as read and write steams entering the I/O sub-tree. The behavior of this traffic is largely independent of the compute network topology. This work was done in parallel with Chen et al. (2016), which discusses several network topologies for next generation supercomputers. The I/O subnetwork used here is capable of being integrated with those topologies.

5 MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND MATHEMATICAL BASIS

The overhead of fault tolerance is most felt during I/O operations. To better understand this overhead we constructed an analytical model. This model represents an optimum configuration and can be used to determine the steady-state, peak performance of SIONs during typical operations. We start by understanding how bandwidth of one group of SIONs reacts to basic operations (reads, writes, and rebuilds). We then
investigate two arrangements of SION groups within a network topology. The “local” and “distributed” allocations each have their own benefits and drawbacks.

We study how read, write, and rebuild operations are handled by a group of SIONs. We assume that each SION in the group is participating in matching operations. We also assume an ideal scenario: a single data or parity strip is either stored (write) or exits (read) within the SION performing the operation.

Due to the distributed nature of the system, a simple I/O request is fulfilled by a SION group, rather than a single SION. This means that when a SION receives one such request, it must perform in-group communications. The precise rate of these communications depends on the RAID method being implemented. For this analysis we use RS(8,3) and LRC(8,5,4).

We analyze these operations in terms of uni-directional bandwidth, either \( B_{in} \) or \( B_{out} \), of a single endpoint. We assume that the bandwidths are symmetric, that is that \( B_{in} = B_{out} \). In order for a SION to fulfill a read, write, or rebuild request it must interact with other SIONs in its group. Due to the symmetric nature of the SION-group communications, incoming and outgoing bandwidths used for group communications must be held at same rate. Thus, these rates will affect the maximum rate at which the SION group can communicate with CNs in the system.

Table 1: Maximum read, write, and rebuild rates to a single SION in terms of the SION’s bandwidth, \( B \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>( r_{max} )</th>
<th>Overhead Factor</th>
<th>( w_{max} )</th>
<th>Strips Needed</th>
<th>Rebuild Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS(8,3)</td>
<td>( (8/15)B_{out} )</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>( B/(2 + x) )</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>( B/8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC(8,5,4)</td>
<td>( (8/15)B_{out} )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( B/(2.5) )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( B/4 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Read Operations

A read request is a query for entire stripes of data and assumes there are no failures. A SION group responding to a set of read operations (one operation per SION in the group) sees the following two network communications.

First, each SION in the group must request 7 strips from across the group to reconstitute a single stripe of data. This is due to our distributed storage architecture where both the RS and LRC methods use 8 data strips per stripe (again, we are assuming that one strip is already present on the given SION). Here there is no difference in possible read bandwidths for RS and LRC. These in-group communications are symmetric on all SIONs; meaning as each individual SION receives 7 strips, it also distributes 7 strips to the group.

Second, each SION fulfills its read request with rate \( r \) by sending complete stripes (8 strips) of data. Overall, this operation has the outgoing bandwidth, \( B_{out} \), as the limiting factor. This is due to the fact that it must accommodate both CN and SION-group communications. We use this limitation to calculate the maximum achievable read rate. Given SION bandwidth \( B_{out} \) and the need to communicate 7/8 strips with other SIONs in the group, our maximum read bandwidth is limited by our SION’s outgoing bandwidth according to the relation: \( B_{out} = \frac{r_{max}}{2} + \frac{7}{8}r_{max} \). This is equivalent to \( (8/15)B_{out} = r_{max} \). This result indicates that a SION can stream data to the CNs at maximum of 53% of its own outgoing bandwidth. This restriction is the result of declustered storage.

5.2 Write Operations

Write operations to a group of SIONs have three distinct elements.

First write requests, originating from the CNs within the system, are received by each SION in the group. The rate of a write request is denoted as \( w \).

Second, each SION locally performs parity calculations. These calculations turn each stripe of write data into 8 data strips with either 3 or 5 additional parity strips. Thus, the write request for size \( s \) results in the actual storage of \( s(1 + p/8) \) data within the SION group (see Section 6.1). One strip is stored locally.
Finally, $8 + p - 1$ strips are distributed to other SIONS in the same group. If the original write request rate is $w$, then the amount of data leaving the SION can be represented as $w(1 + x)$, where $x$ depends on the RAID method. We can calculate that $x = 0.25$ for RS(8,3) and $x = 0.5$ for LRC(8,5,4). Once again, the symmetric nature of SION-group communications means that each SION also receives $w(1 + x)$.

Overall, this operation has the incoming bandwidth, $B_{in}$, as the limiting factor. It must accommodate both incoming SION-group communications as well as the incoming write request data. Using this limiting factor, we can calculate the maximum achievable write rate for both RS and LRC. An incoming write request of rate $w$ incurs incoming SION-group communication traffic of rate $w(1 + x)$. Thus, our maximum write bandwidth is limited by a SION’s incoming bandwidth according to the relation: $B_{in} = w_{max} + w_{max}(1 + x)$. This is equivalent to $B_{in}/(2 + x) = w_{max}$. This relation indicates that the particular RAID method in place impacts the maximum write bandwidth a single SION can sustain. These results are summarized in Table 1.

5.3 Rebuild Operations

A simple form of rebuild occurs when one SION in a group fails. The remaining members of the group participate in rebuilding the lost data. Each remaining SION must receive $y$ strips ($y = 8$ for RS and $y = 4$ for LRC) in order to rebuild one of the lost strips. Once again, the symmetric nature of the SION-group communications means that each SION experiences the same incoming and outgoing bandwidth load. Thus, given the SION bandwidth $B$ (either $B_{in}$ or $B_{out}$), we can rebuild at a rate of $B/y$ (See Table 1).

5.4 Quality of Service Limitations

In order to guarantee a certain QoS for I/O operations on the SIONs, network traffic associated with rebuild operations can be given a lower priority. We thus allocate a fraction, $f$, of a SION’s bandwidth to be used for rebuild when both rebuild and I/O traffic occupy the network. Thus the equation for maximum read rate is $r_{max} = (1 - f) * (8/15)B$ and the equation for maximum write rate is $w_{max} = (1 - f) * B/(2 + x)$. The rebuild rate formula is simply $f * B/y$. Note that typically a read or write operation occurs for a given SION group. When only one of the read, write, or rebuild operations are occurring for a SION group, the bandwidth limiting factor will not be needed.

6 PARAMETERS FOR STUDY

Within the two-level Fat Tree subnetwork, there are several ways to configure the SIONs and the network. This section discusses the following experimentation parameters:

- RAID mechanism: Reed-Solomon or Locally Repairable Codes
- SION group arrangement: local or distributed allocation
- Quality of Service bandwidth allocation: 95, 90, 75, 50, or 25 configuration
- Bisection bandwidth of the subnetwork: full or half bisection
- Number of SION RAID groups rebuilding in the system: 1 or 4

This leads to a total of 80 combinations. By analyzing the performance in each configuration, we are able to understand the impact of each option and the efficacy of a particular setup.

6.1 RAID Algorithms

When implementing a declustered network storage system, data availability and reliability are a principal concern. Error-correcting codes are used to break-up and store a single piece of data with extra “parity” information. Each chunk of data and parity is stored on one of the independent RAID devices. For this work we discuss a system that can withstand three device failures.

There are two widely used mechanisms for redundancy in declustered network storage: Reed-Solomon (RS) error-correcting codes and Locally Repairable Codes (LRC). These two methods are mathematically
optimal solutions, each an optimization for a different constraint. RS optimizes for the least storage overhead whereas LRC optimizes for information locality.

Reed-Solomon codes are a common form of erasure codes (Reed and Solomon 1960). For any number of original data strips, $k$, RS creates parity strips: one per degree of fault tolerance. For our system with 3 degrees of fault tolerance we use RS(8,3), called $8_{data} + 3_{parity}$ or $8 + 3P$ in shorthand. To show that RS is part of an optimal family of codes, we start with a basic definition from coding theory:

**Definition 1 (Minimum Code Distance)** The minimum distance $d$ of a code with $n$ strips, is equal to the minimum number of erasures of strips after which the original stripe cannot be retrieved.

For RS(8,3) we have $n = 8 + 3 = 11$, (i.e., the total number of strips [per stripe] stored in the system) with a distance of $d = 3$. In fact, RS codes are optimal in this regard. For each additional parity strip generated by RS, there is an additional level of fault tolerance. The family codes with this characteristic are called Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes (Wicker and Bhargava 1999; Dimakis et al. 2011). It is also easy to conclude that MDS codes have the lowest impact on overall storage capacity.

We now introduce a second definition from coding theory:

**Definition 2 (Block Locality)** A code has locality $r$, when each strip is a function of at most $r$ other strips from the stripe.

For RS codes, it takes a minimum of $d$ strips to recreate any single strip. While RS is flexible in which strips are needed (one can use any combination of the data and parity strips), it creates high network load for each rebuild. It is this fact that has lead researchers to explore less network intensive codes.

The notion of local codes has been a recent area of research (Papailiopoulos and Dimakis 2012; Rawat et al. 2014; Huang, Chen, and Li 2007). The term “local” means only that the original set of data strips are split into two groups. Each of these groups receives some form of local parity.

For our work, we base LRC off Reed-Solomon codes with additional local parity strips, as presented in Sathiamoorthy et al. (2013). It is obvious that with additional local parities, LRC are not part of the MDS family. However, LRC are theoretically optimal in terms of information locality and are efficient with respect to network bandwidth as well as disk I/O for rebuilds.

To construct an LRC equivalent of RS(8,3) we start with the same 8 data strips. The data strips are divided into two local groups, each of which has a local parity. We add the additional constraint of an implied parity, which is not stored within the system. The implied parity acts as the local parity for a group of RS-generated parity strips. These local parities also satisfy an alignment equation: $L_1 + L_2 = L_3$ (Sathiamoorthy et al. 2013). It can be shown that the loss of any single strip requires only 4 other strips to rebuild it. In our configuration of 8 data strips and 3 degrees of fault tolerance, LRC requires 5 stored parity strips and has locality $r = 4$. This expressed as LRC(8,5,4).

Table 2 compares RS and LRC for an 8 data strip system which can withstand 3 losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Storage Efficiency</th>
<th>Storage Overhead</th>
<th>Network Transmissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stripe Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS(8,3)</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC(8,5,4)</td>
<td>38.46%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two ways to measure how a redundancy method affects space usage within a system. The first is a storage-centric measurement called space efficiency (Chen et al. 1994; Sathiamoorthy et al. 2013; Xin et al. 2003). This is percentage of total storage that will be devoted to redundancy. The second metric is data-centric and is called storage overhead ((Chen et al. 1994); Sathiamoorthy et al. 2013). This is the percent of additional space needed to store a given amount of data.

We calculate each metric with following formulas, where $d$ is the number of data strips stored and $p$ is the number of parity strips stored. Efficiency is equal to $p/(d + p)$ whereas overhead is equal to $p/d$. The results of these calculation for both RS and LRC can be seen in Table 2.
The recovery times of a system is largely based on the speed of the network connections between SIONs in the same group. For the rebuild of any stripe, we must collect some number of the remaining data and/or parity strips. For our 8 data strip system with 3 degrees of fault tolerance, RS requires twice as many strips per strip rebuild than LRC (8 strips versus 4). This means that in the scenario of transferring data through the network so that a single SION may execute a rebuild, we would expect that recovery time for RS would be twice as long as that for LRC.

It is important to note that the number of network requests during rebuild is not the only measurement of network efficiency. We must also consider how the network is used during read and write requests. For example, we expect that a single SION will execute the particular RAID technique to break a stripe of data into a number of data and parity strips. Since each method of RAID creates a different number of parity strips, there will be a differing amount of network traffic to disperse the strips to other SIONs in the group (for storage). Understanding traffic flow during read/write operations will contribute to understanding the advantages of each RAID method.

For the proposed two-level Fat Tree I/O network, there are 576 endpoints connecting to a total of 288 SIONs (dual-endpoint nodes). To decrease the overhead of performing a rebuild, the SIONs are divided into several RAID groups. An appropriate division of these 288 SIONs is 12 RAID groups consisting of 24 SIONs (or 48 endpoints). These SIONs can be physically connected to the network via the MOR switches in two ways: a local allocation and a distributed allocation.

In the local allocation, one RAID group of SIONs is contained within two MOR switches. Each SION in the group has one endpoint connection to each of the two switches, thus there are 24 SIONs (or 48 endpoints) per group. Overall, each SION group connects to all 24 downward-facing ports on the two local switches. As such, all intra-group communication is contained within a switch, for improved network efficiency. This configuration trades keeping intra-group traffic within a switch against low resiliency in the case of a MOR switch failure. This is an important configuration due to fact that all operations (rebuild, read, and write) require some intra-group communication. This traffic can be contained within the MOR switches for improved efficiency and no traffic will traverse to the second level switches. Overall, it is most efficient to locally contain all intra-group SION traffic. However, a result of the local allocation is that a single MOR switch failure results in a loss of 50% of the bandwidth from a single SION group.

In the distributed allocation, a SION group is distributed across all MOR switches. Every group has two ports on each MOR switch; inversely, one switch connects to two nodes from every group. For intra-group communications, the messages must travel outside of the MOR switches thus impacting other, global traffic. This configuration trades high resiliency against a MOR switch failure for global network traffic. In the event of such a failure, each SION group loses 4% of its bandwidth. A distributed allocation protects against multiple switch failures. It takes at least 4 MOR switch failures before a portion of data would become unavailable. The resiliency of the distributed allocation is in stark contrast to the local allocation. With the distributed allocation, the intra-group SION traffic must traverse to second-level switch. Overall, this communication pattern is much less efficient.

The two SION allocations within the network are each ideal for a particular usage scenario. Through experimentation, we obtain a detailed understanding of how the different configurations impact the overall responsiveness of the storage layer to CN requests. At a high level, we can assess some of the strengths and weaknesses of each allocation through one simple scenario: the failure of a middle of rack switch.

For the local allocation policy, a MOR switch failure is quite hazardous for a single SION group. The affected SION group would lose 50% of its bandwidth as one endpoint on each node is connect to the failed switch. In the absolute worst case, a second MOR switch failure would disconnect the entire SION group (all of the data it contained) from the network. Depending on the expected rate of MOR switch failure, this allocation could prove to be quite risky.

In contrast, the distributed allocation policy is much better suited to withstanding a MOR switch failure. In this configuration, each SION group loses 4% of its bandwidth. This configuration can also withstand many more MOR switch failures, up to three without any data loss or unavailability. In the worst case, the
loss of a fourth MOR switch would mean the loss of four SIONs from every group, which is more than the three-degrees-of-fault-tolerance this RAID method can withstand.

6.2 Quality of Service
To limit the impact that SION rebuild traffic has within the network, we experiment with traffic quotas. These quotas determine the QoS for various types of traffic. For these experiments, we allocate a certain fraction of the bandwidth for rebuild traffic. By limiting how rebuild traffic interferes with read or write traffic on congested links, we can ensure the SION rebuild operations have minimal impact to the CNs.

We test five configurations for the QoS mechanism: 95, 90, 75, 50, and 25. These configurations correspond to the percentage of the bandwidth allocated to the read or write operations. The remaining bandwidth is allocated to the rebuild operation. We test a range of allocations in an attempt to balance the impact of rebuild traffic with the need to service read and write requests. Unless there is a high probability of critical failure (where a subsequent failure would cause data loss), read or write traffic should be allocated a majority of the bandwidth.

6.3 Bisection Bandwidth
With the Fat Tree topology there is an option available for increased cost-saving: reducing the bisection bandwidth by one half. By decreasing the number of links connecting the MOR and second level switches, we can decrease the overall cost of the I/O subnetwork. A half bisection topology is one where half of the second level switches have been removed. Consequently, half of the links connecting the MOR and second level switches are also removed. For the two-level Fat Tree topology described in Section 4, this means that there are only 12 second level switches, for a total of 36 switches (compared to 48 switches in the full bisection network). Overall, the half bisection network represents a 25% cost savings. Reducing bisection bandwidth is guaranteed to affect the overall network performance and utilization. By experimenting with reduced bisection bandwidth scenarios, we will understand the performance impact of this cost-saving measure. For our experiments we test both a full bisection Fat Tree as well as a Fat Tree with 50% of the regular bisection bandwidth.

6.4 Number of Rebuilding Groups
The impact of rebuild traffic on read or write traffic depends on the number of SION RAID groups participating in rebuild operations. Thus, this parameter ranges from 0 (when there are no SION groups performing a rebuild) to 12 (when all SION groups are performing a rebuild). For these experiments, we test scenarios with 1 or 4 SION groups participating in a rebuild. These rebuilds are the results of “soft-failures,” where the SIONs have detected some local data corruption. All SIONs in the rebuilding groups are active and able to participate in the rebuild, read, and write operations.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A simulation model for the SION storage layer discussed here has been implemented on IBM’s OMNeT++ based simulator (Birke, Rodriguez, and Minkenberg 2012, Minkenberg and Rodriguez 2009, Varga and Hornig 2008). This C++ based simulator performs high-fidelity network simulation, used for understanding the impact of network topology and routing algorithms in HPC systems. It has been used to study how different CN-network topologies impact network traffic in future Exascale systems (Chen et al. 2016). We used the IBM DmodK routing algorithm for all simulations.

For our experiments, we consider a “best case” example of failure, where no entire SION node has failed and all 24 SIONs in each RAID group are able to contribute to both the read/write and rebuild operations. Within this scenario, we tested the parameters defined in Section 6. These experiments measured the impact of each parameter on overall performance of the read and write operations in the presences of SION rebuild
traffic. To test all combinations of the parameter values required a campaign of 80 individual simulations. We ran 3 campaigns to understand the impact to read, write (with RS), and write (with LRC) operations. This totaled 240 simulations.

In an effort to reduce the number of variables the analysis presented here, we compressed the QoS and number of rebuild groups dimensions. Through simulation, we found that these dimensions are highly predictable.
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Figure 1: Parallel coordinates plot of read and rebuild-during-read and (b) write and rebuild-during-write performance. The performance is graphed over two parameters: SION allocation and bisection bandwidth. The performance is averaged over all other parameters and compared to the baseline peak performance.

Figures 1a and 1b present our simulation results as parallel coordinates graphs. Here, we present two dimensions for analysis: bisection bandwidth and SION allocation. Each vertical axis represents one set of experiments: (i) Full bisection, local SION allocation; (ii) Full bisection, distributed SION allocation; (iii) Half bisection, local SION allocation; and (iv) Half bisection, distributed SION allocation. On these axes, we plot the performance of read, write, and rebuild traffic (for both RS and LRC). In Figure 1a, there is only one plot for read performance, since it does not vary between RS and LRC (see Table 2).

One expects that experiments with full-bisection bandwidth of the I/O subnetwork will match closely with the analytical model prediction. Thus, we first analyze the experiments with a full-bisection subnetwork to demonstrate the accuracy of the analytical models (the two, left axes in Figures 1a and 1b).

For most of the full bisection bandwidth experiments, the performance results are within a narrow margin around the expected values predicted by the analytical model. For read operations, the experimental performance is over 98% of the expected performance. Rebuild operations during read perform slightly better than expected (approximately 105% of expected). Similarly, the performance of the write operation with RS are at least 99% of the expected performance. Surprisingly, the write operation with LRC performance is actually slightly better than expected. As shown by the green-triangle line in Figure 1b, these results are approximately 115% of the expected performance.

Using these graphs, we evaluate the performance of experiments where the I/O subnetwork is configured with 50% bisection bandwidth (the two, right axes in Figures 1a and 1b). In these half-bisection bandwidth scenarios, we would expect that the overly simplified analytical models do not accurately align with observed behavior. The fact that our simulation results for full bisection experiments closely match with the expected performance predicted by the analytical models, asserts that we can use the same simulation model for half bisection experiments.

For the half bisection bandwidth experiments, a much different performance picture emerges. In Figure 1a, we observe that performance under the both the local and distributed SION allocations is heavily impacted and is less than 80% of the expected performance. We attribute the approximately 10% performance difference between local placement and distributed placement to the loss bisection bandwidth for the distributed SION placement.

The write performance in the half bisection experiments show a drastic difference between local and distributed SION allocations (Figure 1b). Similar to the read rate data, here we observe that write operations (both under RS and LRC) perform in the local allocation close to expectations. In contrast, write
operations in the distribute SION placement performs much lower than expected. Here, the performance is approximately 50% of what is expected. We attribute this sharp decline in write rate to the loss of bisection bandwidth in the next level of switches which the distributed SION placement traffic must use. In this same set of experiments, we see a corresponding increase in the performance of the rebuild operations. We attribute this phenomenon to the fact that the write operations are consuming less bandwidth so much so that it does not meet its QoS share. The additional available bandwidth is given to the rebuild traffic.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Through an analysis of 240 simulation experiments, we have determined the impact of a specific SION configuration has on a checkpoint/restart workload of an application running within the supercomputer.

For full bisection bandwidth scenarios, we demonstrate a minimal difference between the overall performance of a local SION allocation versus a distributed one. This, coupled with the ability to withstand multiple MOR switch failures, leads us to recommend the distributed SION allocation. Given the distributed SION allocation recommendation, and the poor performance of read and write operations within a half-bisection, distributed configuration, using a Fat Tree with full bisection bandwidth is highly recommended. The final variable, the RAID mechanism, yields a weaker recommendation. Essentially, it comes down to a cost/benefit analysis between storage space and network usage. For future Exascale systems, where the likelihood of network contention is high, and has the potential to dramatically impact the end-user, we recommend LRC RAID. While LRC has a higher storage overhead, the huge decrease in network usage during rebuild scenarios is attractive.

Future work involves a continuing exploration of the range of parameters in this space. In particular, it should analyze the performance of simultaneous write and rebuild operations.
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